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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Программист Java (mid-level)
 

Одеса,  
 

Компанія: PLS Logistics
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: середньо-спеціальна
Досвід роботи: від року

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

The ideal candidate for the position is a talented and motivated Java developer with 2+ years of experience. Detail oriented, creative
problem solver with critical thinking skills.

Responsibilities:

Analyze, design, and develop eCommerce applications consistent with business specification and architecture design

Provide impact analysis for changes to programs and systems

Optimize code for run-time performance and serviceability

Develop unit tests and useful code documentation

Participate in system testing and integration testing of entire projects or domains to validate that code as a whole is error free and
matches specifications - daily

Resolve technology issues and help team(s) to make right implementation choices

Work collaboratively with team to resolve production problems

Develop project time estimates - weekly

Develop technical and user-oriented signoff documents - as needed

Ensure implemented projects are completely documented, fully tested, and verified for accuracy

Desired Skills and Experience:

2+ years experience with architecture and development of enterprise Java / web-scale applications with consumer experience

Enterprise Java frameworks expertise: core Java, Spring projects, Enterprise Integration/JMS, JPA/Hibernate, log4j, XML, Maven,
Eclipse, Git

Any experience with designing REST Services using REST Frameworks like Spring Data REST and others

Any experience in SQL and relational databases, including query optimization and performance analysis

Any experience in developing applications AngularJS or any cutting edge UI framework is a VERY strong plus

We offer:

Possibility to work on interesting and challenging tasks and projects

Comfortable working environment

Friendly and highly professional teams

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Flexible working hours with no overtimes

20 working days of annual paid vacation + Ukrainian holidays

Regular performance reviews

Medical insurance / Gym

Team buildings and corporate events

If you consider yourself a perfect fit for this position, please send your CV in English with your salary requirements. Only
successful candidates will be contacted regarding follow up interviews.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (067) 480-01-41
 
 

Контактна
особа:

YuriyDer
 

Сайт: http://www.plslogistics.com
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